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Poll Question 

Do you have any grant writing experience?

Yes

No



General Introduction: 
Understand the Competition Process 



Requirements & Guidelines



Before you begin: Thinking before writing





Before you begin: Thinking before writing



Give yourself TIME  



Poll Question

How is the pace of the presentation so far?

Too Fast?

Too Slow?

Just Right?



STYLE



Style - Keep It Simple

❖ Avoid jargon

❖ Avoid clichés 

❖ Avoid repeating words

❖ Use short sentences 

❖ Use Short paragraphs



Style: Keep It Simple

NOT THIS: Jovial celebration of the day you were brought 
forth into this world!

THIS: Happy Birthday!



Style: Clear and Concise 



https://www.elks.org/SharedElksOrg/enf/files/actionverbs.pdf

https://www.elks.org/SharedElksOrg/enf/files/actionverbs.pdf


Style: Clear and Concise

Say What?: Drawing on a multitude of previous research conducted by leaders in the 
fields of psychology, sociology, neurology, and education based out of top 
Universities across the globe, adults enrolled in our innovative, novel program will 
demonstrate statistically significant improvement in their reading scores evaluated 
based on well established and validated empirical testing scales developed to 
assess comprehension, speed, word recognition and complexity within 6 months of 
commencing our program.

Now I get it!: After participating in our innovative learn to read program we anticipate 
adults will improve their reading ability and comprehension in 6 months.



Poll Question

Does your organization / company / group have someone dedicated to help 
with grant submissions?

Yes

No



Style: Visually Clean



White Space example

This study’s results corroborate the inverse relation between peer 
victimization and children’s academic performance that has been 
reported previously (see Nakamoto & Schwartz, 2010). Furthermore, the 
findings extend what is known by clarifying how each of the identified, 
long-term victimization patterns is related to specific aspects of school 
engagement and achievement. School engagement. Particular 
victimization trajectories were found to be associated with all of the 
investigated aspects of school engagement. School liking was an 
indicator of children’s emotional engagement toward school. Normatively, 
these feelings became less positive over the course of formal schooling—
a trend that is consistent with evidence (see Ladd et al., 2000) suggesting 
that liking begins high because children initially underestimate the 
demands of schoolwork, but declines as they develop more realistic 
feelings toward school. Differences by gender were found in that boys’ 
school liking declined at a significantly faster rate than did girls’ during 
elementary school, and by the end of formal schooling, boys’ levels of 
school liking were significantly lower than girls’.

Results: This study’s results corroborate the inverse relation between peer 
victimization and children’s academic performance that has been 
reported previously (see Nakamoto & Schwartz, 2010). Furthermore, the 
findings extend what is known by clarifying how each of the identified, 
long-term victimization patterns is related to specific aspects of school 
engagement and achievement.

School engagement: Particular victimization trajectories were found to be 
associated with all of the investigated aspects of school engagement. 

School liking was an indicator of children’s emotional engagement toward 
school. Normatively, these feelings became less positive over the course 
of formal schooling—a trend that is consistent with evidence (see Ladd et 
al., 2000) suggesting that liking begins high because children initially 
underestimate the demands of schoolwork, but declines as they develop 
more realistic feelings toward school. 



Headings & Subheadings

Objectives - heading the funding agency expects

Objective 1:            

Objective 2:

Outcomes - heading the funding agency expects

Adult literacy program:

Youth literacy program: 

what you might add for clarity for you reader

what you might add for clarity for you reader



Poll Question

Checking in again:

How is the pace of the presentation?

Too Fast

Too Slow

Just Right



CONTENT



Content: Statement of Need



Content: Statement of Need



Content: Abstract/Introductory Summary/Aims



Content: Abstract/Introductory Summary/Aims



Content: Project Narrative 



Content: Personnel, Budget, Time Frame



Poll Question

Do you have previous experience developing a budget?

Yes

No



Cover Letter: Make your cover letter stand out



Silly Mistakes - Don’t make them!



How to Avoid Silly Mistakes….



Key Editing Questions



You got the money, did the 
work...now what??



Funding Agency Report



Funding Agency Report



Funding Agency Report



REMINDER: CCI GRANT OPPORTUNITY

Alumni Engagement Innovation Fund ** please note this information is from the 2019 call

The U.S. Department of State’s Alumni Engagement Innovation Fund (AEIF) supports alumni 

initiatives that promote shared values and innovative solutions to global challenges. The competition 

provides small grants up to $25,000 to teams of current and former participants of U.S. government-

sponsored exchange programs to carry out public service projects. CCI alumni have been part of 

winning teams in five out of eight competition years.  Alumni teams of at least three International 

Exchange Alumni may submit their project proposal.

https://alumni.state.gov/aeif


QUESTIONS?
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